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solutions and recommendations for those.

One of the purposes of incorporating certain types of technologies when dealing with marketing is to: improve
customer acquisition and retention, design loyalty programs, and initiate cross-selling and up-selling. At the
same time, this information is used to find out what other products might be of interest to the individual
customer ultimately generating increased sales. While such a system should be superior from a technological
point of view, a multitude of serious problems needs to be resolved first. Cost savings could also be found
through outsourcing opportunities, remote work options and lower-cost communication options. NET does not
offer as many features and functions as the other examples, it provides interesting ones. Furthermore, it
discusses the pros and cons of this approach and the results of the evaluation. The more general the audience,
the better from a KM point of view[11], as less context and transformation needs to be provided, respectively
done. Finally, explicit knowledge, codified as information, is the domain of IT in the form of information
management. In management of company at least have an organization or department of Information
Technology System. Since no generally accepted definition of knowledge exists, the same holds true for KM.
Introduction 3 2. In this view, data items are just raw numbers and facts, information is processed data and
knowledge is authenticated information. Despite the fact that scholars have devoted vast amount of time to the
subject, there is still no generally accepted definition of knowledge. These electronically based communication
systems are used to disseminate routine and critical business information in a quick and efficient manner. The
first is cost. Albert Einstein. While this issue is often mentioned in KM literature, in-depth discussions like
that of Johannessen et al. Even the way in which business is conducted has been effected by a rising trend in
which Skype is used to connect employers and applicants. This includes the internet, wireless networks, cell
phones, and other communication mediums. As the solution to be proposed is supposed to address all relevant
artifacts, it is necessary to define what pieces of data or information are of importance. Indeed, some of the
presented technologies are â€” either alone or in combination â€” capable of supporting limited or specialized
KM initiatives. At the same time, even organizations that are not using IT systems in their daily work might
well be planning to do so in the near future. Although AI is hidden most of the time from the user as it is
difficult to handle , expert users sometimes need functions based on this technology to directly exploit and
explore the available data and information in every possible way. Main article: Data storage device Early
electronic computers such as Colossus made use of punched tape , a long strip of paper on which data was
represented by a series of holes, a technology now obsolete.


